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Aven, Heather M.

From: Heather Farren <heatherfarren89@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 8:03 PM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org; Heather Farren; Jason Wood

Subject: Proposed Cityview Development

Dear Mr. Sepler & Ms. Bell,  
We are residents of the Puget neighborhood, and we are writing to OPPOSE the approval of the Cityview 
development.  This proposed development would have extreme impacts on our quality of life here in the Puget 
neighborhood, as well as environmental and traffic impacts.  
This neighborhood was zoned as single and multi-family.  This is not an ideal neighborhood for a large dorm style 
apartment complex such as the proposed Cityview development.  This development would have 318 bedrooms, but at 
$800 a month per ROOM, the students that will rent these apartments will likely double up - bringing in as many as 600+ 
occupants.  The 249 proposed parking spaces will not begin to fulfill just the parking need.  The amount of added traffic 
on Puget and Nevada will be unreasonable, and dangerous to both pedestrians and wildlife.  The privately funded traffic 
study after students had left for the summer is not an adequate measure of the added traffic this will bring.  At $2400 
per apartment, these are NOT low-income or senior apartments.  These are marketed toward housing MANY students in 
one apartment. 
This is a forested, quiet neighborhood.  One of the benefits of living here is the amount of wildlife and 
peacefulness.  This development will be damaging to wildlife and the added traffic and student housing will completely 
change the nature of this neighborhood.  Residents of Puget and Nevada streets should not be forced out of our 
neighborhoods, or have our quality of life reduced, by this type of development.  In addition, building on that hillside 
may weaken the land, increasing the risk of landslide.  What impacts will there be on the neighborhoods downhill from 
this development? Has an adequate environmental impact statement been done? 
We are not opposed to apartments here - there are small, 2-story apartment complexes that house families at the 
bottom of Puget.  That type of multifamily housing does not add the traffic, noise, and environmental impact that the 
Cityview apartments will bring.   
The Cityview development should be built on Lincoln Street - there is still a large area of land that would be perfect for 
this type of apartment complex, since one was just built there.  Students can walk to the bus stop at the Lincoln St. park-
n-ride, walk to Fred Meyer and Haggen, and even walk to campus in less than 20 min.   
Please OPPOSE the Cityview development. 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Heather Farren and Jason Wood 
1152 Puget St. 
360-961-1628 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Aven, Heather M.

Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 8:16 PM

To: G.Proj.City View

Subject: FW: City View Development

 
 

From: Mary Lou Papich <papich.mary.lou@comcast.net>  
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 7:58 PM 
To: MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org <mayorsoffice@cob.org>; CC - Shared Department <cc@cob.org>; Grp.PL.Planning And 
Development Commission <planningcommission@cob.org> 
Subject: City View Development 
 

Dear Mayor Fleetwood, Planning Commission, and City Council,  
 
We live at 4109 Byron Ave in Bellingham.  We are concerned about the proposed City View 
Development planned for the steep hillside near our home.  There are too many people (318 renters 
in 106 apartments)crammed into too small of a space, with a planned shortage of parking 
spaces.  Clearly this development is designed for college students. There is no plan for playground 
equipment or other amenities desired by families.  We live in a single-family residential area.  We are 
very concerned that overflow vehicles will spill onto our neighboring streets.  The steep hillside's trees 
absorb runoff to prevent flooding and landslides.  Downhill neighbors' basements will flood when it 
rains if developers are allowed to excavate that hillside.  
 
There is plenty of room on Lincoln Ave near Fred Meyers on Lakeway for this development - a flat 
piece of land.   Please do not allow the hillside to be used for multi-family buildings, such as City View 
Development.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this issue.  
 
Mary Lou and Steve Papich  
4109 Byron Ave  
Bellingham, WA  98229  
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Glenda . <glendaengel@msn.com>

Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 8:25 PM

To: G.Proj.City View; CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Proposed Cityview Development

NO WAY WILL YOU RUIN THIS NEIGHBORHOOD !!! 
NOT IN ANY WAY A  FIT; THAT 'CITYVIEW' DEVELOPMENT !!!! 

DON'T DO IT PLEASE !! 
 
Dear Mr. Sepler & Ms. Bell,  
We are residents of the Puget neighborhood, and we are writing to OPPOSE the approval of the Cityview 
development.  This proposed development would have extreme impacts on our quality of life here in the Puget 
neighborhood, as well as environmental and traffic impacts.  
This neighborhood was zoned as single and multi-family.  This is not an ideal neighborhood for a large dorm 
style apartment complex such as the proposed Cityview development.  This development would have 318 
bedrooms, but at $800 a month per ROOM, the students that will rent these apartments will likely double up - 
bringing in as many as 600+ occupants.  The 249 proposed parking spaces will not begin to fulfill just the 
parking need.  The amount of added traffic on Puget and Nevada will be unreasonable, and dangerous to both 
pedestrians and wildlife.  The privately funded traffic study after students had left for the summer is not an 
adequate measure of the added traffic this will bring.  At $2400 per apartment, these are NOT low-income or 
senior apartments.  These are marketed toward housing MANY students in one apartment.  It would be non-stop 
traffic !!! up and down this quiet street!!! 
This is a forested, quiet neighborhood.  One of the benefits of living here is the amount of wildlife and 
peacefulness.  This development will be damaging to wildlife and the added traffic and student housing will 
completely change the nature of this neighborhood.  Residents of Puget and Nevada streets should not be 
forced out of our neighborhoods, or have our quality of life reduced, by this type of development.  In addition, 
building on that hillside may weaken the land, increasing the risk of landslide.  What impacts will there be on 
the neighborhoods downhill from this development? Has an adequate environmental impact statement been 
done? 
We are not opposed to apartments here - there are small, 2-story apartment complexes that house families at 
the bottom of Puget.  That type of multifamily housing does not add the traffic, noise, and environmental impact 
that the Cityview apartments will bring.   
The Cityview development should be built on Lincoln Street - there is still a large area of land that would be 
perfect for this type of apartment complex, since one was just built there.  Students can walk to the bus stop at 
the Lincoln St. park-n-ride, walk to Fred Meyer and Haggen, and even walk to campus in less than 20 min.   
Please OPPOSE the Cityview development. 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Glenda Engel  
resident 23 years at 
1161 Puget Street 
Bellingham 
360 752-2372 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Mary Erickson <mali_bing@hotmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 9:00 PM

To: G.Proj.City View; Grp.PL.Planning Mail (planning@cob.org)

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Comments on CityView development

Dear Bellingham Planning Department: 
I would like to express my disapproval of the proposed CityView apartment development. I live half a block 
from the proposed site, and I believe this apartment complex would be extremely detrimental to the 
neighborhood. The increase in traffic is one of my primary concerns. I live on S. 44th Street, which is a narrow 
street with no sidewalks. This street is already often used as a shortcut to get to either Consolidation or Byron 
to access Lincoln Street, or down Nevada to Lakeway. I regularly see cars driving too fast along this section of 
the street. With an increase of traffic, and with no sidewalks on S. 44th, I am concerned for my children's 
safety, who walk to and from their school bus stop on S. 43rd. As well, there is a likely increase in vehicles that 
need parking spaces beyond what is planned for the complex. The streets in the immediate vicinity are already 
congested with cars from apartments and rental homes on 44th, Consolidation, Blueberry Lane, and 
elsewhere.  
 
My other concerns include the increased level of noise, garbage, the impact of the complex on the green area 
behind Nevada Street, and the overall character of the neighborhood. A large apartment complex that is 
effectively inaccessible to families in terms of projected rental prices or family-oriented facilities (such as a 
playground) does not contribute to the neighborhood in a meaningful way and, in fact, detracts significantly 
from the neighborhood.  
 
I appreciate you taking my comments into consideration for this proposed project. Please do not allow this 
building plan to move forward.  
 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Mary Erickson 
133 S. 44th Street 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: David Wilcox <davidwilcoxsowhat@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 5:44 AM

To: G.Proj.City View; CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Cityview project

As a resident of the Puget neighborhood I oppose the CityView project. There is nothing about this proposal which fits 
this neighborhood. I don't believe the studies which have been done are in any way reflective of the actual impact this 
monstrosity would have. Dumping hundreds of college students, and lets face it, many hundreds more of their friends 
into a long established neighborhood of mainly single family dwellings is just not going to allow the neighborhood to 
survive. From the looks of things the overly optomistic traffic survey was done in May and to have any bearing on reality 
should be redone in September. I can't imagine how this area could possibly accomodate hundreds or more likely 
thousands of addition car trips into and out of it daily. The number of off-street parking places is nothing even 
approaching the actual number of cars which would need parking if this thing is built. After working in construction for 
40+ years I can also tell you that the impact of constructing a project like this is way more than this area can handle. At 
the very least I would want to see an extremely detailed and comprehensive geological and hydrologic study addressing 
how they would propose to stabilize what appears to be a very unstable hillside as there is no practical retrofit for 
something like that having being done wrong. For the time this project must be placed on hold for the good of the whole 
neighborhood. I believe that ultimately it should be rejected outright. If something is to be built on the Hawley plot it 
should be very different than what has been proposed and much better thought out in every way. Thank you, David 
Wilcox 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Jen Lowell <lowell.jen@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 9:28 AM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Opposition to CityView Apartment Project

Dear Mr. Sepler & Ms. Bell,  
 
I am a resident of the Puget neighborhood, and I am writing to OPPOSE the approval of the CityView 
development.  I have borrowed the letter below from another opposing resident because it reflects my feelings 
as well.  
 
This proposed development would have extreme impacts on our quality of life here in the Puget neighborhood, 
as well as environmental and traffic impacts.  
 
This neighborhood was zoned as single and multi-family.  This is not an ideal neighborhood for a large dorm 
style apartment complex such as the proposed CityView development.  This development would have 318 
bedrooms, but at $800 a month per ROOM, the students that will rent these apartments will likely double up - 
bringing in as many as 600+ occupants.  The 249 proposed parking spaces will not begin to fulfill just the 
parking need.  The amount of added traffic on Puget and Nevada will be unreasonable, and dangerous to both 
pedestrians and wildlife.  The privately funded traffic study after students had left for the summer is not an 
adequate measure of the added traffic this will bring.  At $2400 per apartment, these are NOT low-income or 
senior apartments.  These are marketed toward housing MANY students in one apartment. 
 
This is a forested, quiet neighborhood.  One of the benefits of living here is the amount of wildlife and 
peacefulness.  This development will be damaging to wildlife and the added traffic and student housing will 
completely change the nature of this neighborhood.  Residents of Puget and Nevada streets should not be 
forced out of our neighborhoods, or have our quality of life reduced, by this type of development.  In addition, 
building on that hillside may weaken the land, increasing the risk of landslide.  What impacts will there be on 
the neighborhoods downhill from this development? Has an adequate environmental impact statement been 
done? 
 
We are not opposed to apartments here - there are small, 2-story apartment complexes that house families at 
the bottom of Puget.  That type of multifamily housing does not add the traffic, noise, and environmental impact 
that the CityView apartments will bring.   
The CityView development should be built on Lincoln Street - there is still a large area of land that would be 
perfect for this type of apartment complex, since one was just built there.  Students can walk to the bus stop at 
the Lincoln St. park-n-ride, walk to Fred Meyer and Haggen, and even walk to campus in less than 20 min.  
  
Please OPPOSE the CityView development. 
 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Jennifer Lowell  
1101 Toledo St 
Bellingham, WA 98229 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Ryan M. Couture <ryanmcouture@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 10:32 AM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Opposition to Cityview Development

Dear Mr. Sepler & Ms. Bell,  
  
I am a resident and homeowner in the Puget neighborhood, and am writing to you today to express my strong 
opposition to the proposed Cityview development.  This evelopment would have long standing impacts on the 
quality of life here in the Puget neighborhood, as well as impacts to traffic and the environment. 
  
This neighborhood was originally zoned as single/multi-family. The Cityview development is a large, dense 
apartment complex.  The development is proposed to have 318 bedrooms, but at $800 a month per room, the 
real occupancy (from students who will be the predominant residents) that will rent these apartments will likely 
go over the designed occupancy - bringing in easily 500+ occupants.  The 249 proposed parking spaces will 
not begin to fulfill just the parking needs for this type of housing, especially with how far the apartments are 
from campus.  For student housing, to provide adequate parking, you would need at least as many parking 
spaces as there are bedrooms, and likely more.  The amount of added traffic and forced street parking on 
Puget and Nevada will have a dramatic impact on the neighborhood and quality of life, as well as be 
dangerous to both pedestrians and wildlife.  The one, privately funded traffic study that was conducted in the 
summer after a majority of students had left is woefully inadequate as a measure of the added traffic and 
congestion this will bring.  At $2400 per apartment, these are far from low income apartments that actual 
Bellingham residents need.  These are clearly marketed toward housing many students, making up for the 
repeated failures by WWU to adequately provide on campus 
  
This is a forested, quiet neighborhood.  One of the benefits of living here is the amount of wildlife (birds, deer, 
rabbits are constantly roaming the neighborhood) and general peacefulness.  This development will be 
damaging to wildlife and the added traffic and student housing will completely change the nature of this 
neighborhood.  Residents of Puget and Nevada streets should not have our neighborhood and quality of life 
impacted by a development like this, especially when it is a result of poor planning by WWU, and years of 
underinvestment in student housing.  We should not have our quality of life and property values reduced by 
this type of development.  In addition, what impacts are there to building on the hillside?  The grade is very 
steep, and building there may increase the risk of instability or landslides.  What impacts will there be on the 
neighborhoods downhill from this development, especially to do with drainage?  What is the environmental 
impact? 
  
To be clear, the opposition is not to apartments being built in Bellingham, but the type of development that is 
appropriate for established neighborhoods.  If the proposal was for smaller townhouse style, two story 
apartments on part of that land it would be a more appropriate fit for the neighborhood.  Those types of 
multifamily housing do not have the same detrimental impacts (traffic, noise, and environmental) that the 
Cityview apartments will bring.   
  
The Cityview development should be built on Lincoln Street.  The impact to traffic would be minimal, and there 
are other apartment complexes in the area.  Additionally, a bus stop is close by, and it is a closer walk to two 
grocery stores.   
  
Please oppose the Cityview development in Puget.  There are far more appropriate places in Bellingham to 
build such a development that works for everyone. 
  
Thank you for your time, 
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Ryan M. Couture 
ryan.m.couture@gmail.com 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Wendy Wynne <wendyewynne@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 10:33 AM

To: G.Proj.City View; CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org; Wendy Wynne

Subject: CityView dorm-like proposal

Dear Mr. Rick Sepler and Ms. Kathy Bell, 
 
My name is Wendy Wynne and I live on Edwards Street right off Puget not far from where the new proposed CityView 
structures are to be built.  I have lived in my current house for the past ten years and love the family neighborhood I am 
part of.  I am against this proposal to build a huge dorm-like structure that would be used primarily for student housing.I 
am concerned about the increased traffic, parking, noise, and potential serious problems due to the steep slope 
geography of the land.  I already am dealing with too much water run-off in my back yard due to the wetlands behind 
me and do not want more! 
All of the neighbors I have spoken with are also against this proposal for similar reasons. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Wendy Wynne 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Jenna D'Amico <jenna.damico@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 11:17 AM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Opposition to Cityview Development

 
 
Dear Mr. Sepler & Ms. Bell,  
  
I am a proud resident of the Puget neighborhood and feel very lucky to call this area home. It is a quiet 
and safe community that allows for a wonderful quality of life. I write today to express my strong 
opposition to the proposed Cityview development. 
 

This development would have major impacts on the life we've come to love, as well as impacts to 
population, traffic, safety, and the environment. We are a single/multi family neighborhood, zoned as 
such, and this is a very large, very dense complex that will negatively affect the life we've come to 
know.  
  
With development slated to 318 bedrooms, the population moving in would not necessarily an 
increase of 318 to the neighborhood. Assumed to be mostly students, and given typical student living 
arrangements, the complex would likely see numbers well over designed occupancy. Students have 
visitors, and I fear that a complex with this many people, and many guests from elsewhere will have an 
increase in noise, crime, and overall danger. One of the most rewarding things about living in the Puget 
neighborhood, and a key reason we bought our home here, was the integrity and safety of the area, and an 
apartment complex marketed towards students jeopardizes this.  
 
It is already a challenge to enter onto Lakeway if the perpendicular road does not have a traffic light, and the 
Cityview development will increase this exponentially. There is also a parking issue. To provide adequate 
parking, especially with how far the apartments are from campus, there would need to be at least as many 
parking spaces as bedrooms, and given the situation of multiple occupancy per bedroom, even more. The 
parking issues will cause added traffic and forced street parking on Puget and Nevada, if not further. Not 
only will this be dangerous to the many pedestrians and residents, but could cause a dangerous 
environmental situation for wildlife as well. 
 

While there was one study conducted to assess traffic, it was held when school was not in session, 
and we were in a temporary population ebb, as students had gone elsewhere for summer. It is not 
indicative of the impact of another 300+ residents would bring to the neighborhood. I am not aware of 
any land assessments, as this is proposed to be on a hill - what about the steep grade and potential 
landslides or drainage issues? What about the extra trash and littering that happens when rubbish 
bins are knocked over ?  
 
At $2400 per apartment, these are far from low income apartments that actual Bellingham residents 
need.  These are clearly marketed toward housing many students, making up for the repeated failures by 
WWU to adequately provide on-campus housing. Instead, WWU should invest in student housing closer to 
campus, or in areas where there are currently complexes (e.g. Lincoln Street), and they will not affect the 
quality of life, wildlife, safety, or property values in established neighborhoods that are attractive simply 
because they gives its residents a sense of peace and quiet.  
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Please oppose the Cityview development in Puget.  There are far more appropriate places in Bellingham to 
build such a development that works for everyone. 
  
Thank you for your time, 
 

Jenna D'Amico 
 
--  
Jenna D'Amico 
401-241-9867 
 
"Random acts of kindness change the world, one person at a time." ~Robert Kraft 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Jim Le Galley <bikelegend58@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 12:09 PM

To: G.Proj.City View; CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Fwd: City View Public Comment

Attachments: 20200501_172321.jpg; 20200527_082714.jpg; 20200524_103906.jpg

To whom it may concern: 
 
My comments regarding proposed City View college dorm are listed below. 
 
Please make a decision that respects the  
Integrity of this community. Failing to do so, will result on a decline of this neighborhood with our family becoming 

intolerant to this new life with students eventually moving out of this city (betrayal ����� by COB) and out of this state. 
Also consider that there could be many families that you could hurt with a bad decision where they are unable to move. 

Moving is expensive ����� and at 62, I want to stay for life considering i have moved close to 20X in my life.  
 
The Hawley Tract should be rezoned for something other than multifamily dorms. I'd be satisfied for single family, 
commercial or even light industrial.  Reason being being, it would be quiet after 5PM. With students, it will never be 
quiet.  
 

I cannot urge you enough to stop this proposed development.  Failure to do so, will do destroy ����� this 
neighborhood.  In my opinion, its already wrecked/ghettoed from too many students.  
 
I understand COB has coached/enabled/counseled this City View developer which is morally wrong.  Redeem yourself by 
stopping this destructive development.  This is basic planning 101as student values are in conflict with those that own 

��������� homes. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Jim E. Le Galley 
124 S. 44th St. 
360/421-6909 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Legalley, Jim E (LNI) <LEGJ235@lni.wa.gov> 
Date: Thu, May 28, 2020, 11:31 AM 
Subject: City View Public Comment 
To: bikelegend58@gmail.com <bikelegend58@gmail.com> 
 

                                                                                                                                                     May 7, 2020 

  

To whom it may concern:  
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The concept of urban planning places entities of similar interests together so as to avoid conflict.  The concept of the 
proposed City View apartment that will be built/placed into the Puget/Samish neighborhood without issues is beyond 
me.  A layperson could tell you there would be plenty of problems.   

  

It is my basis, having lived in area for over 24 yrs., that I oppose City View development for this and the following below 
listed reasons: 

  

1.        Increased Traffic   The residential streets of Byron/44th St/Consolidation cannot handle additional load of more 
traffic.  Already cars are sometimes parked on both sides of street restricting traffic flow.  Adding more cars creates a 
public safety and health hazard to both pedestrians/bicyclists.   

2.       Speeding traffic/Noise This has been occurring for years now where culprits are students who have no regard for 
traffic laws or public safety.  Speed bumps should be installed to calm traffic.  There has not been any COB police 
enforcement to my knowledge. 

3.       Narrow residential streets 44th St. has no curb/gutter and is very narrow with no sidewalks.  As such, cars park on-
street where both pedestrians, bicyclists and other cars have to navigate creating a public safety and health hazard. 
Pulling out of driveway, either by bicycle or car, on these narrow streets with high traffic load will present a challenges 
that will lead to increased risk for collisions. This city street will carry a high load of cars to City View.  It’s current 
condition is substandard until either COB or developer upgrades this street making it both wider with curb/gutter.    

4.       Car Creep    Since East Ridge apartment complex was built in 2019, there has been an immediate car parking on 
residential Byron because car parking was inadequately underestimated by COB planning. If City View is built, I 
guarantee you there will be car creep onto Consolidation, 44th St and also Nevada. 

5.       Increased Frequency Student Parties Students do not share the same values as surrounding persons who work, 
own and maintain their properties.  Not invested into the community, they do whatever they want in a careless/reckless 
manner.  Many times in my 24 yrs. living here I have had to call COB police to break up all-night parties.  Check the 
record yourself! Many students were cited by police for underage drinking.  Trying to break up a party myself almost 
resulted in a fistfight with a drunken student. I am tired of this!!! 

6.       Neighborhood demise if City View is built, there will be long term residents like myself that will just leave.  Given 
that neighborhood is dominated by a massive apartment complex, only investors will buy the single family homes 
turning them into college rentals.  With lack of care, the neighborhood will become blighted and ghettoed-guaranteed!!! 

7.       Loss of property values  See above.  Our collective home values will be destroyed by our new neighbor City View as 
most single family buyers will not want to locate near a large college dorm as they do not share the same values.  This is 
a no brainer!!! 

8.       Byron/44th bicycle side street COB has a designated these streets as a low trafficked route for cyclists and as such, 
been marked with bicycle sharrows.  This designation will be meaningless once City View has been built due to increased 
traffic.  I bicycle about 3200-3400 miles/year here in Bellingham and about 1200-1500 miles/year on tour.  The loss of 
easy cycling access will frustrate me forcing me to move. 

9.       Increased crime  With an increase in student population, there will be a subsequent increase in crime.  Case in 
point, about/around 2005, I had to call police about somebody trying to break into my home while I was sleeping.  It was 
a drunk student who could not figure out where he lived.  In my 24 yrs. here, I had students fire a pellet gun to my front 
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window causing a crack and then with various incidents of urination and throwing beer bottles and cat litter onto my 
driveway/yard for being angry with me reporting them to either local police or public health. 

10.   Too many apartments in area  No matter where I go in this area, there are apartments.  I’m literally surrounded by 
them!!!  Its high time developers start looking into Edgemore or consider Marine drive and west Bellingham.  Because of 
historic COB poor planning, it could not decide whether this area should be apartments or single family houses. Just how 
could you not expect pushback from home owners about these intrusions? 

11.   Lack of homeowner knowledge  If homeowners had knowledge of the Harley Parcel that was COB historically 
planned for multifamily apartments for students,  they would have not purchased their single family homes.  I for one, 
would not have purchased my house 24 yrs. ago.  In my view, COB failed to communicate this information/intention to 
all parties at/or before time of home purchase.   When I bought my home, the internet was just developing.  On this 
basis, I believe COB could be negligent/liable for any/all homeowner damages including pain and suffering from 
moving/buying into a new area if City View is built.  The COB has a responsibility here and failed to share its intention 
with all prospective home buyers.  This could be pursued by either individual or class action law suits. 

        

If City View is built, I will dread it along with other homeowners. I will tolerate this until my wife retires. During this time, 
I will be contact local police, COB neighborhood compliance for any deficits I notice.  If intolerable, I will most likely 
move out of Bellingham feeling betrayed by the city, out of state to a nearby state or even out of the country.  I believe 
the COB, as mentioned above, could be liable for any financial damages/pain suffering as a result my move associated 
with their decision to approve/allow City View apartments to be built. 

  

Again, it is with this and other things that I cannot even yet imagine, that I am opposed to this City View apartment 
project. 

  

If you have questions, please contact me at 360/421-6909. 

  

Jim E. Le Galley 

124 S. 44th St. 

Bellingham, WA 98229          

  

  

Jim E. Le Galley 

1720 Ellis St  

Bellingham, WA 98225 
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P: 360/647-7329 

F: 360/647-7310 

Industrial Hygienist 

DOSH/Bellingham 

legj235@lni.wa.gov 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Jen Thistle <jenthistle@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 3:18 PM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: CityView proposal - concerns

Bellingham Planning Department, 
 
I’m writing to express my concerns about the proposed CityView build. Currently, the Puget Neighborhood already has a 
mix of single family homes and apartments, which influences the feel of the area. More apartments, will serve to further 
reduce any existing family feel. This project is unlikely to attract families, but seems singularly suited for university 
students given the layout.  
 
This brings me to my other concerns: parking and traffic. With each unit being a 3 bedroom/3 bath, there will be more 
cars than parking spaces, which will be an even bigger problem if students double up in rooms, which seems highly 
likely. Currently, living on 42nd St, we often have cars lining our street (and at times, blocking our driveway), overflowing 
from apartments on Consolidation and Blueberry. More apartments in this area will only increase the number of cars 
needing parking. With more residents and cars, will come more traffic. The completed traffic impact study, completed in 
mid-June, is invalid and does not reflect the impact at the times when it would be most critical. It is imperative that a 
new traffic study be completed during the academic year, and should delayed until the university is fully re-opened for 
face to face classes. 
 
I recognize that there is a need for more housing, but this small plot, with poor access in and out of neighborhoods is not 
the place for a large complex!  
 
Thank you, 
Jen Thistle 
42nd Street 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: cmillersf@aol.com

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 3:20 PM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: I oppose the Cityview apartment complex!

Hi.  I've been reading about this proposed complex and am concerned about the practicality of building it on that 
hillside.  The location sounds risky, both for the new structures and for existing homes on the land below the proposed 
site.  There must be an alternative place to build that won't endanger neighbors or the local environment. 
 
Claire Miller 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Ted Mack <pearlsb4swine@msn.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 3:31 PM

To: G.Proj.City View; CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Cityview project......please NO!!!!!

Hello my name is Ted a resident and homeowner on  Puget St.  This development would be a disaster to our 
neighborhood.  Please do not pass this development, it would be a complete disruption to our neighborhood 
feel, our  financial property investment and the traffic/parking.  This would really be a mistake.  Please do not 
accept this development plan. Yhis would be a complete disaster to our way of life in this neighborhood in 
many unforseen ways.    
 
Thanks for your consideration, 
 
Ted Mack, Puget St resident.  
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Aven, Heather M.

From: S J <businesscalls@outlook.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 5:00 PM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org

Subject: Have you looked?

So, have you checked out the neighborhood Cityvue is poised to destroy? I hope you've at least driven through 
by now. Minimal effort.  
 
In case you haven't, I've picked out a few rentals in the area of Nevada just south of Lakeway, where rentals 
dominate the landscape. I present them only as evidence that counting on 300 people from 300 bedrooms, or 
200 cars from 300 bedrooms, is massively underestimating. These examples are houses that have some sort of 
parking for their tenants. Much of the congestion is not linked to a particular house. 
 
1101 Nevada St. is listed at 973 square feet, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath. Typically 5 or 6 cars there. 
1119 Nevada St. is listed at 1826 square feet, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. Typically 9-11 cars there.  
4051 Byron Ave. is listed at 1314 square feet, 6 bedrooms (!), 3 baths. Typically 7-9 cars clustered there. 
 
You can see similar crowding on 44th Street, south of Consolidation, but I avoid walking there so I have no 
particular examples. Lots of cars when WWU is in session, and even when it is not.  
 
You should also drive along Consolidation and Ashley. Imagine these areas with hundreds more cars.  
 
Please don't let this happen to Bellingham. You have plenty of reasons to disapprove and no good reason to 
approve. It is lose/lose for everyone except the developer and his cronies.  
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Xiaofeng Chen <xchen9@hotmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 5:14 PM

To: G.Proj.City View

Cc: CC - Shared Department

Subject: Regarding the CityView project

Hi, 
 
I am writing to express my deep concerns regarding the CityView project. 
 
Viewing the evidences provided by the Puget Neighborhood, a reasonable person will conclude this project 
will destroy the neighborhood, not enhance the neighborhood and the life of the citizens. I just can't believe 
that anyone who claim who care about the citizens of Bellingham can make such a claim honestly anymore. I 
would really appreciate you reject the proposal! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Xiaofeng Chen 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Karen Stuen <stuenks@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 5:28 PM

To: G.Proj.City View

Subject: Puget Area Development

Dear Mr. Sepler and Ms. Bell, Bellingham Planning Department, 
 
We are residents of the Puget Neighborhood, living on Queen Street just above the proposed City View project.  We 
have lived here for 31 years and have enjoyed being in close proximity to schools and shopping while also having a quiet 
neighborhood with light traffic. 
 
The proposed development on Nevada Street is inappropriate for the character of their quiet streets with well cared for 
single family homes.  The enormous size of the three proposed apartment/dorm style buildings would greatly increase 
the number of cars driving in and out and the number of people walking or possibly making noise.  We are very 
concerned that there doesn't seem to be adequate parking for all the residents, so parking may end up along Puget 
Street as well as the Nevada neighborhood streets. 
 
We realize that more apartments are needed in Bellingham and that in-filling throughout the city is 
important.  However, careful planning to retain the quality of life we all enjoy while adding affordable housing for 
everyone should be our city's goal. 
 
Thank you. 
Karen and Tom Stuen 
1021 Queen St. 
Bellingham, WA 98229 
360-647-0635    
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Jim Le Galley <bikelegend58@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 11:19 PM

To: CC - Shared Department; MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org; G.Proj.City View

Subject: City View Car Creep

Attachments: 20200528_201442.jpg

To whom it may concern, 
 
These pics depict car creep that occurred when COB allowed East Ridge Apartment complex to be built.  The same will 
occur on residential streets if City View is permitted-guaranteed. 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: Jim Le Galley <bikelegend58@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 11:32 PM

To: MY - mayorsoffice@cob.org; G.Proj.City View

Subject: Fwd: City View Car Creep

Attachments: 20200528_201442.jpg; 20200528_201158.jpg

Car creep on Byron after COB allowed East Ridge Apartment complex to be built.  You underestimated the car parking 
needed so now there is spillover in our residential area now causing conflict. Too, COB has not encouraged bike use to 
reduce car usage. One does not need to haul 2 tons of glass and steel to do an errand.  
 

Last year I bicycled to Saskatoon, SASKATCHEWAN where ����  U of Saskatchewan has 23,000 students that are placed in 
dorms off campus over 10-20 stories eliminating these neighborhood conflicts. 
 
Why can't COB do better???????? 
 
Jim E. Le Galley 
124 S. 44th St. 
360/421-6909 
 
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Jim Le Galley <bikelegend58@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, May 28, 2020, 11:18 PM 
Subject: City View Car Creep 
To: <ccmail@cob.org>, <mayorsoffice@cob.org>, <cityview@cob.org> 
 

To whom it may concern, 
 
These pics depict car creep that occurred when COB allowed East Ridge Apartment complex to be built.  The same will 
occur on residential streets if City View is permitted-guaranteed. 






